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Book I.]

his back like little ants; then Eve wa created latter the last two, nouns are expressly aid to be
`*a3: 4th, that the with damm, but in two copies of the ., in this
from his [rib called the]
is,]
:.j i. e.
creation of Eve from Adam being unusual, 3is instance, erroneously written, .
used to notify its order and posteriority in respect [Fortunehas debarred me] from its little and its
of wonderfulness and of the manifestation of much. (S, TA.) And hence the saying of the
power; not to denote order and posteriority of vulgar, --- j .;J
-.;, except that they protime: 5th, that .; is here used to denote the nounce both these nouns with kear, meaning He
order of enunciation; not the virtual order: the brought little and much. (TA.)_.See also 1.
replies preceding this last are better than it, inasmuch as they verify the order and the delay;
Li: see;#.
whereas the last verifies the order only, as there
A hand.ul of dry herbage. (8, M, I.) is no delay between the two enunciations; but the
see
last reply is of more common application, applying Also n. un. of ., which is syn. with ;.t:
to the ex. given above and to others: (Mughnee:) the next paragraph in six places.
Fr says that the meaning of the ex. given above
[Panicum, or panic grass; applied to
;J
is, He created you from a person (which He
thereof; but restricted by ForskAl
species
several
created) single; then &c.; and in like manner
descr. plant., p. 20, where its
Ar.,
Aeg.
(Flor.
says Zj. (T.) And as to its denoting a delay,
"tumm km,") to panicum
written
is
name
Arabic
as
Fr asserts that sometimes this is not the case,
diclotomum; called by Delile (Flor. Aeg., no. 58,
l
*
is shown by the saying, .,*l
where its Arabic name is written "temAm,")
toW, [ What thou didst to-day pennisetum dichotomum; and described by him
..
eaeited my wonder, or admiration,or pleasure; in the "explication des planches" accompanying
., (T, , M,&c.,) for which one also says. ,
then (I tell thee) what thou didit yesterday was his Flora, plate 8: the Arabs use it for making
(M,)
the
,.,
for
j.
substituting
(M, Mughnee,)
(T, , M) and ., (M, TA,) but 4> mnore wonderful, or admirable, or pleasing]; for thatch for their huts:] a kind of plant, (T, 9,
and
order of the enun- Mob, 1, [in the M termed 4.±,]) wel known in
is the more common, (Mughnee and K on the , is here used to denote the
ciation; not a delay between the two enunciations. the dsert, not deired, or not much eaten, by the
, (M, TA,) [meanand
letter Z.,) and C
(Mughnee, 1.*)-[It is said that] it denotes camels, or cattle, except in a cae of scarcity, or
ing Then, i. e., afterward, or afterwards,] a order and a delay when it conjoins single words:
drought; (T;) weak, or frail; having what are
particle, (M, K,) or conjunction, (Zj, T, $, Msb,
of j [And], termed js
meaning
it
has
the
that
says
but
Akh
[q. v.], or what resemble .,
Muglhnee,) denoting order (Zj, T, $, M, Msb,
is
no
there
which
in
in
cases
is
used
it
because
for Jstu.ffing, (., TA,) and for
used
sometimes
three
having
or
Msb,)
Mnghnec) and a delay, (?,
interstices of house; (?, Mb,
up
the
stopping
a'3,J
A1 [By God, and
j
properties, namely, that of virtually associating order; as in '
usedfor removing whiteneu
sometimes
and
TA;)
in the same case [the latter of the two members (I say again,) By God, I will asuredly do such
to Az, it is of several
accord.
(]:)
the
eye:
from
which it conjoins with the fonnrmer of them], and a thing]: and when it conjoins propositions, it
and another is
a",
the
is
donoting order, and denoting a delay; but respect- does not necessarily denote order, but has the species, one of which
inag all of these there is a difference of opinions. meaning of ;: (Mb :) it has the meaning of , the Z. , and another is the jp, which reemble
(Mughnee, I].) As to the associating in the (S, Mqb,) the conjunction, (v,) in the saying in rushe (J..), and brooms are made of it, and
samine case, Akh and the Koofees assert that it the Iur [x.47], C&- t
1-M mater-bags are covered with it to protect them
i 0t
sometimes fails to have this property, by its
[And God is wvitness of wrhat they do]. (S, from the Jun, causing the water to become cool:
occurring redundantly, so as not to be a conMsb.)_ The Koofees allow its being used in the (TA:) [see alsoo;.y a A:] it is also called t?.,
junction at all; and they hold to accord with
j so as that the aor. immediately (K,) and t i., [but see what follows,] (T, M,)
this asmertion the saying in the K.ur [ix. 119], manner of J and
following it after a conditional verb may be manwhich is sometimes contracted into iJ; (T;) or
its being thus used
L&soob: and Ibn-Malik allows
A 131 - *.,.
a t
. .
so as that the aor. immediately following it afler it is also called t.,, of which ti. is the n. un.:
0 -t
expression of a desire that the thing shall not (AlJn,TA:) the n. un. of.;J is [likewise] with i.
.;° .U [Until, when the earth became strait the
be done may be marfooa and mejzoom and man- (9, M, Msb, .R.) You say of a thing that may be
to them, notnwithstanding its amplitude, and their yoob. (Mughnee.)
reached, or taken with the hand, without difficulty,
minds became straitened to them, and they hnew
(IAr, T,M,Z,
(T, Z, g,) oJgI
J
that there was no repairingfor refuge from God .M: see.L4 ~_In the saying . jsame unto llim, them He returned to forgiveness [He ha not ., nor;j], the former of these two g,) i. e. tit is asy to thee, or within thy reach,
:*) but this has nouns signifies water-skins, or milk-skins, and no obstacle intervening between thee and it: (TAr,
towards them]: (Mughnee,
been resolved by the subaudition of the comple- vessels; (M;) or ,that is bad, or the worst, of M:) because the .A* is not tall, (T, K~,) so that
it should be difficult. (T.) And
ment [of what precedes ., as though the meaning tholse things, (9, g,) accord. to ISk; (9;) or the reaching
5..f --- --- -,
MU 9 [meaning the same].
wvere, then (they betook themelrves unto Him, men's house old-goods, or furniture and utensils, A,*UJI ,Io.l
begging forgivenes, and) He returned &c.]. and their water-shins, or milh-shins, and vessls; (M.) And tV..:j1, 1;Lqk
, (TA,) or W.Ji
(Mughlnce.) And as to its denoting order, some (T, TA;) which last is the right meaning: (TA:)
t [That is easy of attainment to
·J .,t l s
hold that there are exe. of its not necessarily and the latter noun signifies
a.l .t [app.
a
prov. used in relation to the
is
is
(M,)
which
thee],
one
of
](
;*)
implying this; (Mughnee,
meaning, accord. to analogy, (for I find no suit;.-,- i.L able explanation of it in any of the lexicons,) the attainment of a thing that one wants. (M, TA.)
the saying in the lgur [xxxix. 8], ,
[in which meant by which a house, or tent, is put into a The Arabs also say, , 11 J
(Mughnee:
§.
_j:
j.j.
;
;3
are added other similar exs., one of which is given good state; and therefore, good furniture and meaning tHe is like his father: and some of
in the 1i:]) but to this there are five replies: 1st, utensil]. (ISk, S, M, .) You say also, AL c them say V l1, with fet-e. (TA.) And it is
that this passage is elliptical; the meaning being, t, ; 1t3, meaning the same: (, TA:) or he said in a trad. of 'Omar,
.&'3j J i..Jltj li
He created you from one persn (which He possess not little nor much: it is not used save
t [EnDage
~is~, 1 Aj 1 iXJ
_
14.
,L~originated); then He made therefrom its mate:
a negation. (M, TA.) An Arab of the ye in predatory warfare while it is sweet and
with
2nd, that the meaning is, He created you from a
' [thus fresh], meaning, while ye see, and make abundant,
' *
peron that was alone; then &c.: 3rd, that the desert said, j ,;. ~'
progeny of Adam were made to come forth from in some copies of the S, and in the TA, in which your spoils, before it become feeble like the _.J;

than u such; (Mughnee, 18 ;) indecl. because of
its vaguenem, and witll fet-, for its termination
to avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letter.
(Zj, T, M.) Thus in the saying [in the lur
_JI L;hij [And we brought
xxvi. 64], >1
near, there, the others]. (Mughnee.) He who
makes it deel. as an objective complement (Mughnee, 1) in this ex., (Mughnee,) and in the saying
Ci;
j;,
; C'aL.
in the lur [lxxvi. 20],
is in error: (Mughnee, ],:*) Zj says that the
meaning is, And when thou casteat thine eye, or
thy eight, there, thou shalt behold [scenes of]
enjoyment: that Fr asserted the meaning to be,
, L. 41 Ill [when thou seet what is there];
but that this is an error; for t*, accord. to this
interpretation, is a conjunct noun, and it is not
allowable to suppress a conjunct noun and leave
. is used by postits complement. (T.) - [. ,
classical writers as meaning Therefore; for that
reason; on that account.]
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